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1. What is equity in teaching-learning 
process ? 

 (A) To treat every student equally. 
 (B) To provide them support as per their 

individual need. 
 (C) To provide them equal opportunity 

to grow. 
 (D) To behave with the students equally 

without any discrimination of caste, 
gender etc.  

 -       ? 
 (A)         
 (B)      

     
 (C)         
 (D) ,        

      
2. The primary task of a teacher is 
 (A) To stimulate, motivate and guide 

students’ learning. 
 (B) To teach good habits in students. 
 (C) To teach the prescribed syllabus and 

textbook units. 
 (D) To satisfy the expectations of the 

principal, parents and society. 
       
 (A)     ,   

   
 (B)       
 (C)     

    
 (D) , -    

     (A) 
 

3. What is the level of the following questions ? 
 like – ‘Prepare a diagram on ......’, 

‘Explain the components / parts of ........’, 
‘Conclude the characteristics of .......’ 

 (A) Understanding level 
 (B) Analysis level 
 (C) Creativity level 
 (D) Application level 
       ? 
  - ‘........     ’, 

‘.........  /   ’, 
‘.......     ’ 

 (A)    
 (B)   
 (C)    
 (D)     

 
 
4. _______ was the educationist who gifted 

Kindergarten Education System to the 
world. 

 (A) Gijubhai (B) Dewey 
 (C) Herbert (D) Froebel 
 _______      

       
 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)  
5. MOOCs must contain the four quadrants 

as per SWAYAM guidelines.  
 Which of the following is correct list and 

sequence of these quadrants ? 
 (A) e-tutorial (video), e-text (reading 

material), self-assessment tests, 
online discussion forum 

 (B) e-text (reading material), e-tutorial 
(video), online discussion forum, 
self-assessment tests  

 (C) e-text (reading material), e-tutorial 
(video), e-tutorial (audio), self-
assessment tests  

 (D) e-tutorial (video), e-text (reading 
material), online discussion forum, 
external assessment and certification 

 SWAYAM  -   
MOOC       
         
    ? 

 (A) - (), - ( 
), - ,  
  () 

 (B) - ( ), - 
(),    (), 
-  

 (C) - ( ), - 
(), - (), -
  

 (D) - (), - ( 
),    (), 
    

6. ______ Plagiarism is allowed by UGC 
according to the latest rules and 
regulations by UGC. 

        
 _______   
()    

 (A) 05 % (B) 10% 
 (C) 15% (D) 20% 

Part-I / -I  
Compulsory /  
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7. Which of the following is not the 
example of qualitative research ? 

 (A) Ethnography (B) Survey 
 (C) Case Study (D) Focus Group 
         

   ? 
 (A) - (B)  
 (C)    (D)   
 

8. Which of the following inferential 
statistics data analysis technique will 
you use for the data that is less than 15 
and selected using Convenient Sampling 
Technique ? 

 (A) A Variance Test 
 (B) A Parametric Test 
 (C) A Non-Parametric Test 
 (D) None of these 
      

    15       
        
     ? 

 (A)    
 (B)    
 (C)    
 (D)      
 

9. Which of the following is NOT a useful 
software to analyse the data obtained 
through research ? 

 (A) Microsoft Excel (B) SPSS 
 (C) SSPS (D) PYTHON 
        

         
    ? 

 (A)   (B)  
 (C)  (D)  
 

10. Which of the following types does NOT 
belong to “Types of Interviews” in 
research ? 

 (A) Structured Interview 
 (B) Unstructured Interview 
 (C) Personal Interview 
 (D) Impersonal Interview 
         

“  ”     ? 
 (A)   
 (B)   
 (C)   
 (D)    

Read the following passage and answer the 
Questions given below : (Q. 11-15) 
 The scientific and critical mind of India 
must be reawakened from its slumber. The 
ancient culture based on the vision of the Vedic 
and Upanishadic seers did not minimise the 
importance of our earthly life. In fact, opulence, 
inner and outer, was the driving force of this 
culture. But for about a Millennium and a half 
now our culture has let go of this fine balance and 
got trapped into the ascetic denial of our terrestrial 
life. With this began the decline of the great 
Indian civilization. The present education system 
aims at making the child an information-
recording machine and a robot for making 
money. Mathematics, computers and machines 
are everywhere in these days because they are the 
gateways to lucrative jobs and subjects which do 
not enjoy this repetition - history, geography, 
languages like mother tongue and Sanskrit - are 
out. The second grave defect of our education 
system is that it is gravely denationalising. No 
German education would be regarded complete 
without a good acquaintance with Goethe, but 
Indian education has no such concern about the 
sources of our culture. It is ironical that Indian 
education is uncritically trying to emulate the 
West just when the West itself is going through a 
crisis of faith with regard to its institutions of 
education and culture. It is desperately wondering 
what has gone wrong as it faces mounting 
problems of drug addiction, teenage pregnancy 
among high school students, an existing 
hopelessness among people of all ages as well as 
a social organisation that sets a premium on greed 
rather than on compassion and love. 
         
   : (. 11-15) 
        
           
         
         : 
,   ,        
          
           
            
           
       -  
     ,      
           
          - 
, ,      -  
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         ,  
           
            
         
  ,         
              
             
   ,        
,      -   
          
            
     
11. The author of this paragraph wants to 

________ Indian culture. 
 (A) revive (B) criticize   
 (C) praise  (D) None of these 
       / 

________     
 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)     
     (A) 
12. The word ‘opulence’ in this paragraph 

means ______. 
 (A) peace (B) wealth 
 (C) values (D) None of these 
    ‘’      
 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)     
      
13. Which of the following is NOT an issue 

faced by the western society as per the 
above text ? 

 (A) Pre-marital sex among adolescents   
 (B) Various addictions 
 (C) Depression 
 (D) Lack of faith in God 
         

       
    ? 

 (A)        
 (B)   
 (C)  
 (D)      
 

14. “No German education would be 
regarded complete without a good 
acquaintance with Goethe.” What do you 
understand by this line of the text ? 

 (A) The author praises German 
education system. 

 (B) The author likes the German artist 
Goethe. 

 (C) The author emphasises teaching of 
arts and culture in education. 

 (D) None of these 
 “         

      ”    
      ? 

 (A)          
 (B)          
 (C)        

      
 (D)      
 

15. According to the author, our education 
system is denationalising because 

 (A) It does not teach about the great 
seers and sages of India. 

 (B) It does not teach about the great 
artists of India. 

 (C) It does not teach about the ancient 
language and literature of India. 

 (D) All of these 
   ,    

     
 (A)          

     
 (B)          

   
 (C)         

      
 (D)    
 

16. A conference or a meeting or even a 
mela or procession is a ‘communication 
event’, newspapers, radio, cinema and 
television are ‘communication media’, 
phones, computers, satellites and the 
internet are ‘communication _______’. 

 (A) spaces (B) media 
 (C) technologies (D) process 
           

    ‘ ’ , -
, ,    ‘ 
’ , , ,    
‘ _______’   

 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)  
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17. The Interpretation process in 
Communication takes place in ______. 

 (A) sender (B) message 
 (C) receiver (D) channel 
     (  ) 

________     
 (A)  (sender) 
 (B)  (message) 
 (C)  (receiver) 
 (D)  (channel)  
 

18. What is of greater concern is the effect 
of ‘_________’ which could result from 
repeated exposure to scenes of violence 
in programmes, news and cartoons. 

 (A) Stereotypes 
 (B) Generalisation 
 (C) Desensitization 
 (D) None of these 
      ,  ‘_____’  

 ,  ,     
    -   
     

 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)     
      
19. Environmental Stress, Competing 

Stimulus, Subjective Stress are examples of 
 (A) Noise 
 (B) Physical barrier 
 (C) Frame of reference 
 (D) Emotional barrier 
  ,  ,  

    ? 
 (A)  (B)   
 (C)   (D)   
      
20. Gestures, Grunts and Grimaces are 

examples of  
 (A) Evolution 
 (B) Non-Verbal Communication 
 (C) Noise 
 (D) Verbal communication 
 ,        ? 
 (A)  (B) -  
 (C)  (D)   
 

21. Find the missing number in the given 
series following the same pattern : 

          
     : 

 18, 24, 84, 294, 798, (?)  
 (A) 1682  (B) 1788  (C) 1867  (D) 1932  
      

22. Shyam bought an old Honda Bike and 
spent ` 1,500 on its repairs. Then Shyam 
sold it to Rohan at a profit of 20%. 
Rohan sold it to Rudra at a loss of 10%. 
Rudra finally sold it for ` 12,100 at a 
profit of 10%. How much did Shyam 
pay (in `) for the old Honda Bike ? 

          
  ` 1,500        
  20%         
   10%         
  ` 12,100  10%    
         
 (` )   ? 

 (A) ` 8,600 (B) ` 8,685 
 (C) ` 10,800 (D) ` 10,185 
 

23. There are three athletes P, Q and R at the 
same point. P starts running from a point at 
a speed of 40 m/min. After 5 minutes, Q 
starts running after P with a speed of 50 
m/min. Simultaneously, R also starts 
running after P at 60 m/min. What distance 
has R covered (in m) when he catches P ? 

   P, Q  R       P 
   40 /     
    5  , Q, P        
50 /         
 , R  P   60 /  
       P    R 
   ( )    ? 

 (A) 700/3 (B) 1000/3 
 (C) 600 (D) 1300/3  
 

24. In an election between two candidates, 
the winner got 82% of total vote cast and 
won the election by a majority of 3840 
votes. What is the total number of votes 
cast if no vote is declared invalid ? 

       ,   
     82%    
 3840         
         
         ? 

 (A) 11000 (B) 4000 
 (C) 9000 (D) 6000 
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25. Read the following information carefully 
to answer the question given below : 

 (i) X * Y means Y is mother of X. 
 (ii) X + Y means X is brother of Y. 
 (iii) X – Y means X is sister of Y. 
 (iv) X / Y means Y is father of X. 
 Which of the following definitely means 

that ‘P is grandson of Q’ ? 
          

     : 
 (i) X * Y    Y, X     
 (ii) X + Y    X, Y     
 (iii) X – Y    X, Y     
 (iv) X / Y    Y, X     
          

 ‘P, Q   ’ ? 
 (A) P * H / Q  
 (B) A – P * H / Q 
 (C) A * P * H / Q  
 (D) None of these/    
 

26. Consider the following argument : 
 Major Premise : No squares are rectangles. 
 Minor Premise : All rectangles are circles. 
 Conclusion : Some circles are not squares. 
 What is the Mood of the above proposition ? 
      : 
  - :       

  
  - :      
  :       
       ? 
 (A) E A O (B) A E O  
 (C) A I E (D) E A I 
 

27. Choose the analogy that best matches the 
example provided. 

 SOOT : GRIMY 
 (A) RAIN : SODDEN 
 (B) PALL : GAUDY  
 (C) FROST : TRANSPARENT 
 (D) DUST : RADIANT 
          

      
  :  
 (A)  : - (B)  :  
 (C) :  (D) :  

28. In following question statements are given 
and these statements are followed by 
conclusions. You have to take the given 
statements to be true even if they seem to 
be at variance from commonly known 
facts. Read the conclusions and then decide 
which of the given conclusions logically 
follows from the given statements, 
disregarding commonly known facts. 

 Statements : Some questions are 
answers. Some answers are writers. 
All the writers are poets. 

 Conclusions :  
 I. Some writers are answers. 
 II. Some poets are questions. 
 III. All the questions are poets. 
 IV. Some poets are answers. 
 (A) Only I and II follows. 
 (B) Only I and IV follows. 
 (C) Only III and IV follows. 
 (D) Only II and III follows.  
          

          
          
           
          
       ,  
          

  :           
     

  : 
 I.      
 II.      
 III.      
 IV.      
 (A)  I  II     
 (B)  I  IV     
 (C)  III  IV     
 (D)  II  III     
29. ‘Whoever thrusts a knife into another 

person should be arrested. Surgeons thrust 
a knife into another person when operating. 
Therefore, surgeons should be arrested.’ 

 Which fallacy is committed in the given 
argument ? 

 (A) Fallacy of accident 
 (B) Hasty generalization 
 (C) Appeal to unqualified authority 
 (D) Red Herring 
 ‘        

        
       ,  
     ’ 

         ? 
 (A)    
 (B)   
 (C)     
 (D)     
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30. Which of the following statements are true 
with reference to Vyapti (concomitance) 
according to the Nyaya system ? 

 (a) It expresses the relation between 
two individual objects only. 

 (b) It expresses the relation between the 
classes of individuals. 

 (c) It can be said to exist between two things 
if they are related as cause and effect. 

 (d) It can be said to exist between two things 
if they are related as species and genus. 

 Choose the correct answer from the 
options given below : 

 (A) (a), (c) and (d) only  
 (B) (c) and (d) only 
 (C) (b), (c) and (d) only 
 (D) (b) and (c) only 
      ()  

          ? 
 (a)         

   
 (b)            
 (c)           

           
 (d)          

         
    

            : 
 (A)  (a), (c)  (d) (B)  (c)  (d)  
 (C)  (b), (c)  (d) (D)  (b)  (c) 
      
Q. No. 31 to 35 : The table given below provides 
data about investment done by different persons. 
Read the table carefully and answer the questions.  
(Note : Calculate simple interest unless specified 
and all questions are independent of others). 
. 31  35 :        
             
          
( :           
       ) 

Person 
 

Rate of 
interest 
  

Time 
(Years) 

 
() 

Principal 
  

(`) 

Amount 
                  
(`) 

Amar /  3%  1,800  
Brijesh /  3%  3,000  
Chirag /   4  2,900 
Divya /   2 4,500  
Ekta /  4%  2,000  
Fenil /   2 6,000  

31. If the interest rate received by Amar and 
Chirag is in the ratio 2 : 3, then find in 
approximately how many years the 
money invested by Chirag will be 
doubled with same rate of interest. 

         2 : 3 
   ,       
         
   ? 

 (A) 33.5  (B) 20  (C) 22.22  (D) 29.40  
32. If the difference between the interest 

received by Ekta and Brijesh is ` 420 and 
Ekta invested her money for double the time 
period for which Brijesh invested his money, 
then find the amount received by Ekta. 

           
 ` 420         
          
 ,         

 (A) ` 2,298 (B) ` 2,785 
 (C) ` 3,050 (D) ` 2,960  
33. If the amount received by Chirag is 

twice the money invested by him, then 
find the amount he will receive after 2 
years if he invests same amount of 
money in compound interest for 2 years 
compounded half yearly. 

          
    ,     2  
         
  2      
       

 (A) ` 2,233.56 (B) ` 2,549.45 
 (C) ` 2,322.62 (D) ` 2,122.46  
34. If the interest received by Fenil is 20% of 

the sum invested by him, then find how 
much more money as interest he would 
have earned if he had invested the money 
in compound interest for the same years. 

          
   20% ,      
         
         

 (A) ` 80  (B) ` 60  (C) ` 65  (D) ` 75  
35. If the interest received by Fenil is ` 240 

more than interest received by Divya and the 
rate of interest received by Fenil is 2% more 
than the rate of interest received by Amar, 
then find the interest calculated by Divya. 

           
` 240         
        2%  , 
          

 (A) 1%    (B) 2%    (C) 3%    (D) 4%  
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36. Which one of the following statement(s) 
is/are true about QR code ? 

 I. It stands for Quick Read. 
 II. It is a two-dimensional bar code. 
 III. It cannot be used for cryptocurrency 

wallet addresses. 
 (A) Both I and II (B) Both II and III 
 (C) Only II (D) Only III 
     /  QR   

   / ? 
 I.     (Quick Read)   
 II.   -     
 III.       

       
 (A) I  II  (B) II  III  
 (C)  II (D)  III 
 

37. Which video compression standard is 
commonly used in video conferencing ? 

        
       ? 

 (A) H.264 (B) MPEG-2 
 (C) MPEG-4 (D) VP9  
 

38. _____ is a digital initiative of government 
of India in higher education that aims to 
promote hands-on learning of Robotics 
and embedded systems in colleges. 

 (A) E-Yantra  (B) Virtual Labs 
 (C) E-PG Pathshala (D) E-Shodh 
 _____         

        
          

 (A) - (B)   
 (C) -  (D) - 
 

39. What is the National Institutional 
Ranking Framework (NIRF) ? 

 (A) A government body responsible for 
accreditation of higher education 
institutions. 

 (B) A methodology for ranking higher 
education institutions in India. 

 (C) A platform/framework where 
students give feedback about 
colleges and universities. 

 (D) All of these 
   ()   

(NIRF)   ? 
 (A)        

     
 (B)         

    
 (C)  /     

        
 (D)     

40. What does it require to set-up an Intranet 
for an organization ? 

 (A) Computing devices 
 (B) Communication links and 

Interconnecting devices 
 (C) Protocols for enabling 

communication among devices 
 (D) All of these 
         

    ? 
 (A)   
 (B)      
 (C)         

  
 (D)     
41. Under which protocol the Clean Development 

Mechanism (CDM) is implemented ? 
 (A) Kyoto protocol 
 (B) Montero protocol 
 (C) Paris agreement 
 (D) Cartagena protocol 
        

()     ? 
 (A)   (B)   
 (C)   (D)    
42. Certified emission reduction credit represents  
 (A) Reduction in one metric tonne of sulphur 

dioxide emitted to the atmosphere. 
 (B) Reduction in one metric tonne of 

nitrogen oxide emitted to the 
atmosphere. 

 (C) Reduction in one metric tonne of carbon 
dioxide emitted to the atmosphere. 

 (D) None of these 
     (certified 

emission reduction credit)   
 (A)      

       
 (B)      

       
 (C)      

       
 (D)       
43. Arrange the crops in an ascending order 

for their water footprint. 
 (A) Wheat < Rice < Coffee 
 (B) Rice < Wheat < Coffee 
 (C) Coffee < Rice < Wheat 
 (D) Rice < Coffee < Wheat 
      (water 

footprint)         
 (A)  <  <  
 (B)  <  <  
 (C)  <  <  
 (D)  <  <   
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44. How many kilograms of CO2 is 
equivalent to 1 kg of CH4 in terms of 
global warming potential ? 

         
CO2, 1  CH4    ? 

 (A) 10 
 (B) 25 
 (C) 50  
 (D) None of these/    
45. The United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development 
(UNCED), also known as the ‘Earth 
Summit’, brought together 
representatives from ________ countries 
to discuss about the impact of human 
________ activities on the environment. 

 (A) 179, socio-economic 
 (B) 177, socio-demographic 
 (C) 175, socio-cultural 
 (D) 173, bio conservation 
        

(),  ‘  ’  
     , ________   
     ________ 
         
      

 (A) 179, - 
 (B) 177, - 
 (C) 175, - 
 (D) 173,      
46. In most of the States of India, the Vice- 

Chancellor of a State Government 
University is appointed by _______. 

 (A) Chief Minister of the State 
 (B) Home Minister of the State 
 (C) Hon. Governor of the State 
 (D) Education Minister of the State 
         

     ________ 
     

 (A)    
 (B)     
 (C)     
 (D)       
47. Which is/are the online learning 

platform(s) in India ? 
 I. DIKSHA  II. SWAYAM 
 III. PARAKH IV. SWAYAMPRABHA 
 (A) Only I, II (B) Only I, II, III 
 (C) Only II (D) Only I, II, IV 
       / / ? 
 I.  II.  
 III.  IV.  
 (A)  I, II  (B)  I, II, III 
 (C)  II (D)  I, II, IV  

48. Which of the following institutions/ 
organisations play important role in 
designing the curriculum for all the 
levels of school education and higher 
education in all the disciplines of 
knowledge ? 

 I. NCERT II. NCTE 
 III. UGC IV. AICTE 
 (A) Only I, II (B) Only I, II, III 
 (C) I, II, III, IV (D) Only I, II, IV 
          

         
      / 
    ? 

 I.  II.  
 III.  IV.  
 (A)  I, II (B)  I, II, III 
 (C) I, II, III, IV (D)  I, II, IV  
 

49. Which of the following ancient Indian 
University was situated in Pakistan of 
present time ? 

 (A) Nalanda (B) Taxila 
 (C) Vallabhi (D) Vikramshila 
        

      
  ? 

 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)   
 

50. NEP 2020 has emphasized on  
 I. starting all the engineering and medical 

courses in the vernacular languages. 
 II. reviving ancient knowledge systems. 
 III. converting all the colleges into 

multi-disciplinary universities. 
 IV. designing a new curriculum for Early 

Childhood Care and Education. 
 (A) I, II, III, IV (B) Only I, II, III 
 (C) Only I, III (D) Only II, III, IV 
  2020       ? 
 I.       

      
 II.        
 III.    - 

     
 IV.      

        
 (A) I, II, III, IV (B)  I, II, III 
 (C)  I, III (D)  II, III, IV   
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51. Who among the following jurists divided 

the subject of Jurisprudence into general 
and particular jurisprudence ? 

 (A) Holland (B) Bentham  

 (C) Austin (D) Pound 

       
        
   ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   

  

52. The Philosophical School of Law is 
primarily interested in : 

 (A) The reality behind law  

 (B) The relation of law with the ideals 
sought to achieve 

 (C) The philosophy behind a law 

 (D) The reasons behind law 

          
  ? 

 (A)      

 (B)         
  

 (C)      

 (D)         

  

53. _________ in his “Theory of 
Legislation”, has distinguished between 
law and morals by stating that, the 
legislation has the same center with 
morals, but it has not the same 
circumference.  

 (A) Bentham  (B) Salmond 

 (C) HLA Hart (D) Gray 

 _________   “  ”  
        
  ,        
,        

 (A)  (B)  

 (C) HLA  (D)   

 

 

 
54. Match the Jural Opposites : 

 (a) Right (1) Disability 

 (b) Privilege (2)  No Right 

 (c) Power (3) Liability 

 (d) Immunity (4) Duty 

      : 

 (a)   (1)   

 (b)   (2)    

 (c)   (3)  

 (d)   (4)  

 (A) a-1, b-2, c-3, d-4 

 (B) a-2, b-4, c-1, d-3 

 (C) a-4, b-2, c-3, d-1 

 (D) a-2, b-3, c-1, d-4   
 

55. Which of the following best relates to 
The Bracket Theory ? 

 (A) The only realities are the sovereign 
and the individual. The other groups 
cannot claim recognition as person.  

 (B) A corporation has a real existence 
independent of the fact whether it is 
recognized by the state or not.  

 (C) The fictitious personality of the 
corporation comes to have a will of 
its own which is different from that 
of its members.  

 (D) The members of the corporation are 
the bearers of the rights and duties 
which are given to the corporation 
for the sake of convenience.  

          
    ? 

 (A)        
        
     

 (B)        
         
    

 (C)       
         
    

 (D)        
         
       

Part-II / -II  
Law /  
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56. Which of the following is not true for 
Animus possessendi ? 

 (A) It is the mental element or the intent 
necessary to constitute possession. 

 (B) It is the intent to exclude others 
from interfering with a material 
object. 

 (C) It is not necessarily a claim of right, 
it may be a conscious wrong. 

 (D) Claim or intend to use the thing as 
an owner must necessarily be there. 

         
    ? 

 (A)       
       

 (B)        
          

 (C)         , 
       

 (D)         
        
      

 

57. R vs. Dudley and Stephens is a leading case 
of which of the following doctrines ? 

 (A) Damnum sine injuria 

 (B) Injuria sine damnum 

 (C) Necessitas non habet legem 

 (D) Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea 

 R        
       ? 

 (A)    

 (B)    

 (C)      

 (D)    ,      

       

58. Qui facit per alium facit per se means :  

 (A) One who acts through another acts 
for himself 

 (B) Things speaks for itself  

 (C) Remoteness of damages 

 (D) None of them  

           
 ? 

 (A)          
      

 (B)       

 (C)     

 (D)         

 

59.  Match the Theory with the jurists, who 
propounded them : 

(a) Theory of Living Law (1) Kelsen 
(b) Theory of Social 

Solidarity 
(2) Austin 

(c) Pure Theory of Law (3) Ehrlich 
(d) Imperative Theory of 

Law 
(4) Duguit 

       , 
     : 

(a)     (1)  
(b)    

 
(2)  

(c)     (3)  
(d)    

 
(4)  

 (A) a-3, b-4, c-1, d-2 

 (B) a-1, b-3, c-4, d-2 

 (C) a-3, b-2, c-1, d-4 

 (D) a-4, b-1, c-2, d-3    

 

60. Which among the following is not true 
for the doctrine of stare decisis ? 

 (A) The doctrine comes from the 
principal stare decisis et Quieta non 
movere. 

 (B) It means to stand by things decided 
and to not disturb settled laws. 

 (C) The law must be settled by the court 
lower to the court which is hearing 
the subsequent case. 

 (D) All of the above. 

        
       ? 

 (A)       
       

 (B)         
      
    

 (C)        
        
       

 (D)       
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61. The Sovereignty and Integrity of India, 
as a ground to restrict freedom of speech 
and expression, was inserted by which 
Amendment Act ? 

 (A) 44th Constitutional Amendment Act 
1978 

 (B) 42nd Constitutional Amendment Act 
1976 

 (C) 16th Constitutional Amendment Act 
1963 

 (D) 15th Constitutional Amendment Act 
1963 

        
       
         
     ? 

 (A) 44   , 1978 

 (B) 42   , 1976 

 (C) 16   , 1963 

 (D) 15   , 1963 

       

62. Read Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and 
give the correct answer by using the 
code given below : 

 Assertion (A) : It will be wrong to 
assume that the President is merely a 
non-effective symbol. 

 Reason (R) : Under Article 74, the 
President cannot ask the Council of 
Ministers to reconsider the matter and 
the President is bound by the advice 
given thereafter. 

  (A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is the correct explanation of (A). 

 (B) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is not the correct explanation of (A). 

 (C) (A) is incorrect and (R) is correct. 

 (D) (A) is correct and (R) is incorrect. 

  (A)   (R)    
          : 

  (A) :       
       

  (R) :  74  ,  
        
         
     

 (A) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
     

 (B) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
      

 (C) (A)    (R)    

 (D) (A)    (R)     

63. Which among the following is not true 

with respect to the Residuary power of 

the Parliament ? 

 (A) Before exclusive legislative 

competency can be claimed for 

parliament by resort to the residuary 

power, the legislative incompetency 

of the state legislature must be 

clearly established. 

 (B) The residuary power is intended to 

take care of such matters as could 

not be identified at the time of the 

constitution-making 

 (C) Residuary power is provided under 

Article 247 and Entry 97 List I of 

the Constitution of India 

 (D) None of them.  

         
       ? 

 (A)        
        
,     

       
  

 (B)        
  ,     
       

 (C)       
 247   97  I  
      

 (D)         
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64. Match the following :  
(a) 1st Chief Justice 

of India 
(1) Espirit des 

Louis 
(b) Separation of 

Powers 
(2) K.C. Wheare 

(c) Father of PIL (3) H.J. Kania 
(d) Quasi-Federal (4) Justice 

Bhagwati 
     : 

(a)    
  

(1)    

(b)   
 

(2) ..  

(c)   
  

(3) ..  

(d) - (4)   
 (A) a-3, b-1, c-4, d-2 

 (B) a-2, b-3, c-4, d-1 

 (C) a-3, b-1, c-2, d-4 

 (D) a-2, b-1, c-2, d-3    
 

65. Match the following :   
(a) Emergency 

under Article 
356 

(1) Bhikaji vs. 
State of MP 

(b) Reservation in 
Promotion 

(2) S.R. Bommai 
vs. Union of 
India 

(c) Rule against 
Arbitrariness 

(3) M. Nagraj vs. 
Union of India 

(d) Doctrine of 
Eclipse 

(4) E.P. Royappa 
vs. State of 
Tamil Nadu 

     : 
(a)  356  

  
(1)   

   
(b)   

 
(2) ..  

   
(c)   

  
(3) .  

   
(d)    (4) ..  

  
 

 (A) a-3, b-1, c-4, d-2 

 (B) a-2, b-3, c-4, d-1 

 (C) a-4, b-3, c-2, d-1 

 (D) a-2, b-1, c-2, d-3   

66. Which of the following Article of the 
Constitution of India, talks about citizens 
by domicile ? 

          
        
  ? 

 (A) Article/ 9 

 (B) Article/ 10 

 (C) Article/ 5 

 (D) Article/ 11   

 

67. Election Commission of India includes 
_________  

 (A) One Chief Election Commissioner 

 (B) One Chief Election Commissioner 
and one Election Commissioner 

 (C) One Chief Election Commissioner 
and two Election Commissioners 

 (D) One Chief Election Commissioner 
and three Election Commissioners 

        _______ 

 (A)     

 (B)        
 

 (C)        
 

 (D)        
    

 

68. Which of the following is not essential 
to issue Writ of Mandamus ? 

 (A) Legal duty of authority 

 (B) Refusal to do the duty 

 (C) Legal Right of the petitioner 

 (D) It lies against private individual 

         
      ? 

 (A)     

 (B)      

 (C)     

 (D)          
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69. Principles of Natural Justice are not 
applicable against which of the 
following actions ? 

 (A) Rule making action 

 (B) Administrative actions 

 (C) Quasi-Judicial actions 

 (D) Judicial Process 

         
       ? 

 (A)     
 (B)   
 (C) -  
 (D)      

 

70. Which among the following is not a 
ground for judicial review of the 
administrative actions ? 

 (A) Illegality 

 (B) Irrationality  

 (C) Proportionality 

 (D) None of them 

         
      ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)       

 

71. Who is known as the father of 
International Law ? 

 (A) Jeremy Bentham 

 (B) John Austin 

 (C) Hobbes 

 (D) Hugo Grotius 

       ? 

 (A)   (B)   

 (C)  (D)     

 

72. What is the Germany vs. Poland, 1928 
case popularly known as ? 

 (A) UN Administrative Tribunal case 

 (B)  Nottebohm case 

 (C) Chorzow Factory case 

 (D) Mavrommtis Palestine Concessions 

   , 1928    
      ? 

 (A)      

 (B)   

 (C)    

 (D)     

 

73. Which among the following Convention 
stipulates that the State as a person of 
international law should possess a 
permanent population, territory, 
government, capacity to enter into 
relations ? 

 (A) Stockholm Convention 

 (B) Montevideo Convention 

 (C) UN Convention on Law of Seas 

 (D) Geneva Convention 

        
         
       , , 
,       
 ? 

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)       

 (D)      

 

74. Principles Jus Soili means 

 (A) Grant of nationality on the basis of 
place of birth 

 (B) Grant of nationality on the basis of 
blood relationship 

 (C) Grant of nationality through 
naturalization 

 (D) None of these 

        ? 

 (A)        
  

 (B)        
  

 (C)        

 (D)        
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75. Mark the statement which is not true for 
Asylum : 

 (A) Diplomatic Asylum is granted only 
in exceptional cases. 

 (B) Asylum stops where extradition or 
rendition begins. 

 (C) Article 14 UDHR provides 
everyone the right to seek and enjoy 
in other countries asylum from 
persecution. 

 (D) Asylum is of three types namely, 
Territorial Asylum, Extra Territorial 
Asylum, and Diplomatic Asylum. 

           
   : 

 (A)       
    

 (B)          
      

 (C)  14 UDHR     
         
     

 (D)      ,  
,     
      

 

76. Who among the following is the current 
Indian Judge at the International Court 
of Justice ? 

 (A) Raghunandan Swarup Pathak 

 (B) Nagendra Singh 

 (C) Dalveer Bhandari 

 (D) B.H. Loya 

        
     ? 

 (A)    

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D) ..     

77. The United States Government during 
the signing of a treaty fails to recognize 
the state of South Sudan as an 
independent state, resulting in moral 
injury to the political status of the latter 
nation. The form of reparation available 
before the US government is :  

 (A) Restitution 

 (B) Compensation 

 (C) Satisfaction 

 (D) All of the above 

         
         
      ,  
      
         
      ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)    

 

78. TRIMS stand for : 

 (A) Trade-Related Intellectual Measures 

 (B) Trade-Related Investment Measures 

 (C) Trade-Related Intellectual Means 

 (D) Trade-Related Investment Means  

 TRIMS     ? 

 (A)       

  (-  ) 

 (B)      

  (-  ) 

 (C)      

  (-  ) 

 (D)        

  (-  )   
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79. The Latin phrase ________ means to 
form a customary rule, it must appear 
that the state follows the practice from 
the sense of legal obligation. 

 (A) Jus Cogens 

 (B) Pacta Sunt Servanda 

 (C) Opinio Juris 

 (D) Lex Soli 

   ____      
 ,       
          

 (A)   (B)    

 (C)   (D)    

 

80. Which among the following 
Conventions makes it an important duty 
of the party states to implement IHL ? 

 (A) Stockholm Convention 

 (B) Montevideo Convention 

 (C) UN Convention on Law of Seas 

 (D) Geneva Convention 

       IHL  
        
   ? 

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)       

 (D)       

 

81. Which of the following case forms the 
basis of constructive liability under Sec 
34 of Indian Penal Code ? 

 (A) Yunis vs. State of Madhya Pradesh  

 (B) Paran vs. State of Rajasthan 

 (C) Mahbub Shah vs. Emperor 

 (D) Barendra Kumar Ghosh vs. Emperor 

         
   34     
    ? 

 (A)      

 (B)     

 (C)     

 (D)       

82. Read Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and 
give the correct answer by using the 
code given below : 

 Assertion (A) : A, intending to cause a 
theft to be committed, instigates B to 
take property belonging to Z out of Z’s 
possession. A induces B to believe that 
the property belongs to A. B takes the 
property out of Z’s possession, in good 
faith, believing it to be A’s property. B, 
acting under this misconception, does 
not take dishonestly, and therefore does 
not commit theft. But A is guilty of theft.  

 Reason (R) : The abetment of an 
offence being an offence, the abetment 
of such an abetment is also an offence. 

 (A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is the correct explanation of (A). 

 (B) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is not the correct explanation of (A). 

 (C) (A) is incorrect and (R) is correct. 

 (D) (A) is correct and (R) is incorrect. 

  (A)   (R)    
          : 

  (A) : A     , Z 
   Z      B  
   A, B      
      A    B 
    Z      
,       A     
  B,       , 
   ,     
    A      

  (R) :       
 ,        
   

 (A) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 

     

 (B) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 

      

 (C) (A)    (R)    

 (D) (A)    (R)     
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83. The maxim ‘actus me invito factus non 
est mens actus’ means : 

 (A) He who seeks the aid of the court 
should be the first to prove his act 
that he has a case.  

 (B) An act which is done by me, against 
my will is not my act, and hence, I 
am not responsible for it.  

 (C) False in one act, false in all acts.  

 (D) Facts must corroborate with the act 
done to prove the act.  

  “       
”     ? 

 (A)       ,  
       
       

 (B)         
      ,   
     

 (C)    ,      

 (D)         
          

 

84. Which of the following is not true for the 
offence of abduction under Sec. 362 of 
IPC ? 

 (A) In abduction the question of taking 
or enticing does not arise.  

 (B) Abduction is not a continuous 
offence and ends with the removal 
of the person.  

 (C) In abduction force, compulsion, or 
deceitful means are used. 

 (D) Free and voluntary consent of the 
person abducted condones abduction.  

 ...   362  ,   
         
  ? 

 (A)         
    

 (B)        
         

 (C)   ,    
       

 (D)       
        

 

85. To constitute the offence under Section 
121 of Indian Penal Code, which of the 
following ingredient must exist ? 

 (A) Accused must wage war. 

 (B) Accused must attempt to wage war.  

 (C) Accused must abet the waging of war.  

 (D) Any of the above  

      121  , 
     ,    
      ? 

 (A)       

 (B)        
  

 (C)        
   

 (D)        

 

86. A, residing in Calcutta, is agent for Z, 
residing at Delhi. There is an express or 
implied contract between A and Z, that 
all sums remitted by Z to A shall be 
invested by A, according to Z’s 
direction. Z remits a lakh of rupees to A, 
with directions to A to invest the same in 
company’s paper. A dishonestly 
disobeys the direction and employs the 
money in his own business. A has 
committed which offence ? 

 (A) Criminal Misappropriation of Property 

 (B) Criminal Breach of Trust 

 (C) Dishonest Misappropriation of 
Property 

 (D) Forgery 

     A,     Z 
    A  Z      
  ,  Z  A    
  Z     A   
   Z        
   A        
A         
        A   
    ?  

 (A)     

 (B)    

 (C)      

 (D)     
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87. By which Amendment Act, Section     
326 A and 326 B was inserted in IPC ? 

 (A) Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2018  

 (B) Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2016 

 (C) Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2014 

 (D) Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013 

     ...   
326 A  326 B     ? 

 (A)    , 2018 

 (B)    , 2016 

 (C)    , 2014 

 (D)    , 2013 

      

88. Under Sec 489 A of IPC, the punishment 
for counterfeiting currency-notes and 
bank notes is : 

 (A) Imprisonment for life or 10 years + 
fine  

 (B) Imprisonment for 20 years + fine 

 (C) Imprisonment for life or 20 years + 
fine  

 (D) Imprisonment for 7 years + fine 

 ...   489 A  , - 
          ? 

 (A)   10    +  

 (B) 20    +  

 (C)   20    +  

 (D) 7    +   

 

89. A, a landowner, knowing of the 
commission of a murder within the 
limits of his estate, willfully misinforms 
the magistrate of the district that the 
death has occurred by accident in 
consequence of the bite of a snake. A is 
guilty of the offence under which of the 
following sections ?  

   A       
      ,   
        
        
   A        
    ? 

 (A) Section/ 174 IPC  

 (B) Section/ 175 IPC 

 (C) Section/ 177 IPC 

 (D) Section/ 178 IPC  

90. Which of the following is true with 
regard to compensation as per Victim 
Compensation Scheme under Sec 357 A 
of Cr.P.C. ? 

 (A) Compensation is awarded when the 
offence is proved against the 
accused.  

 (B) Compensation is awarded when the 
injury to the victim has been proved. 

 (C) Awarding of compensation is 
independent of proving of guilt of 
the accused. 

 (D) The amount of compensation cannot 
exceed the amount of fine provided 
for that offence.  

 ...   357 A  ,  
        
       ? 

 (A)       
      

 (B)        
    

 (C)       
       

 (D)        
        
       

 

91. ________ is the improper performance 
of something which a person should 
have done properly. 

 (A) Malfeasance (B) Misfeasance 

 (C) Non-feasance (D) Neglect 

 __________       
          

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   
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92. The law conclusively presumes damage 

in violation of an absolute right because 

under law of torts violation of absolute 

right : 

 (A) is actionable per se (i.e) without 

proof of any actual damage 

 (B) is actionable only on proof of 

damage  

 (C) is actionable simply by prima facie 

establishment of the cause of action 

 (D) puts the onus of proof on defendant 

to establish that no right of plaintiff 

is violated 

         

        

     : 

 (A)         

    

 (B)          

 (C)       

    

 (D)          

      , 

         

93. In cases of volenti non fit injuria, a 
person who has consents to bear the risk 
of an act, cannot complain for the injury 
so sustained. The standard of consent 
speculated by tort law for application of 
this maxim is that the consent shall be: 

 (i) Real and valid 

 (ii) Must be given by the person having 
capacity and competency  

 (iii) Voluntary and based upon adequate 
information 

 (iv) limited to the act and its immediate 
consequences 

 (A) Only (i) is correct. 

 (B) Only (i), (iii) and (iv) is correct. 

 (C) Only (i), (ii) and (iv) is correct. 

 (D) All are correct  

       ,  
        
    ,      
          
        
       : 

 (i)    

 (ii)        
   

 (iii)       

 (iv)       
 

 (A)  (i)    

 (B)  (i), (iii)  (iv)    

 (C)  (i), (ii)  (iv)    

 (D)        
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94. For torts of defamation, the defence of 
privilege applicable to proceedings of 
parliament, judicial proceedings, 
proceedings of military or naval tribunal 
is called as – 

 (A) Conditional Privilege 

 (B) Qualified Privilege  

 (C) Absolute Privilege 

 (D) Restricted Privilege  

     ,   
,  ,    
       
        ? 

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D)     

 

95. In relation to remoteness of damage, the 
test of foreseeability was established 
against test of directness in the case of- 

 (A) Re Polemis and Furness, Withy and 
Co. Case 

 (B) Overseas Tankship (UK) Ltd. v 
Morts Dock and Engineering 
Company 

 (C) Jolly v Sutton London Borough 
Council 

 (D) VacWell Eng. Company Ltd v BDH 
Chemicals Ltd.  

      ,   
       
      ? 

 (A)    ,     

 (B)   ()   
     

 (C)       

 (D)      
BDH    

96. The principle of non-natural use of land 
in the case of Ryland v Fletcher was 
given by : 

 (A) Lord Cairns  

 (B) Lord Marshall 

 (C) Lord Macmillian 

 (D) Lord Denning 

         -
       
  ? 

 (A)   (B)   

 (C)   (D)    
 

97. The doctrine of Sovereign Immunity and 
its effect thereof on the liability of the 
State is that with the passage of time the 
doctrine has been given – 

 (A) a liberal interpretation making State 
accountable for various acts  

 (B) a strict interpretation ousting the 
liability of State for various acts 

 (C) an interpretation that has changed 
the essence of doctrine in terms of 
measuring of State liability 

 (D) None of the above 

         
          
    - 

 (A)        
     

 (B)         
      

 (C)         
          

 (D)         

 

98. Who among the following can be the 
complainant as per the definition clause 
of the Consumer Protection Act ? 

 (A) Any voluntary consumer association  

 (B) Central Government or State 
Government 

 (C) Central Authority 

 (D) All of the above 

        
       
  ? 

 (A)      

 (B)      

 (C)   

 (D)      
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99. Compensation for No-fault Liability 
under Section 140 of the Motor Vehicle 
Act is ` ________ for the accident 
resulting in permanent disability and ` 
________ for the accident resulting in 
death.  

      140   
-       
 ` ______    
        
     ` _____   

 (A) 50,000 &/ 1 Lakh/ 

 (B) 75,000 &/ 1.5 Lakh/ 

 (C) 25,000 &/ 50,000 

 (D) 30,000 &/ 75,000  

 

100. ____________ means the sale of goods 
or provision of services, at a price which 
is below the cost, as may be determined 
by regulations, of production of the 
goods or provision of services, with a 
view to reduce competition or eliminate 
the competitors.  

 (A) Dominant price 

 (B) Exorbitant price  

 (C) Illusionary price 

 (D) Predatory price 

 __________      
         
        
        
          

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D)       

101. Which among the following is not an 
enforceable contract ?  

 (A) A supplies B, a lunatic, with 
necessities suitable to his life and 
wants to be reimbursed from B’s 
property.  

 (B) A for natural love and affection 
promises to give his son, B              
` 5,00,000. A puts his promise to 
pay B in writing and registers it.  

 (C) A, the master compels B, his 
servant to sell B’s property worth ` 
5 lacs at ` 2 lacs.  

 (D) A advanced money to save B, a 
minor’s estate from execution.  

         
  ? 

 (A) A   B      
      
 B       
  

 (B)       A  
 B  ` 5,00,000     
  A, B       
        
   

 (C) A, , B,    B  ` 5 
    ` 2     
      

 (D)  B      
   A        

 

102. Agreement to do impossible act is 
governed under what section of the 
Indian Contract Act, 1872 ? 

        
, 1872      
   ? 

 (A) Section/ 44  (B) Section/ 53 

 (C) Section/ 54 (D) Section/ 56 
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103. Read Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and 
give the correct answer by using the 
code given below : 

 Assertion (A) : A, a fruit vendor, leaves 
fruits at B’s house by mistake. B treats 
the goods as his own. He is bound to pay 
A for them.  

 Reason (R) : Where a person lawfully 
does anything for another person, or 
delivers anything to him, not intending 
to do so gratuitously, and such other 
person enjoys the benefit thereof, the 
later is bound to make compensation to 
the former in respect thereof, or to 
restore, the thing so done or delivered.  

 (A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is the correct explanation of (A). 

 (B) Both (A) and (R) are correct and 
(R) is not the correct explanation of 
(A). 

 (C) (A) is incorrect and (R) is correct. 

 (D) (A) is correct and (R) is incorrect.  

  (A)   (R)    
          : 

  (A) :    A   
B        B   
       A  
       

  (R) :       
        
,       , 
        
       
,       
 ,       
       
    

 (A) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
     

 (B) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
      

 (C) (A)    (R)    

 (D) (A)    (R)     

104. When the agent has an interest in 
subject-matter, the agency can be 
terminated under what Section of Indian 
Contract Act, 1872 ? 

        ,   
   , 1872   
        ? 

 (A) Section/ 201 (B) Section/ 202 

 (C) Section/ 203  (D) Section/ 204 

       

105. Which among the following is not an 
implied condition in a contract of sale ?  

 (A) Condition as to wholesomeness 

 (B) Condition as to quality or fitness 

 (C) Condition as to free from 
encumbrances 

 (D) Condition as to the merchantable 
quantity 

          
    ? 

 (A)    
 (B)      
 (C)        
 (D)        
 

106. Section _____ of the Limited Liability 
Partnership Act, 2008 imposes unlimited 
liability on the partners for committing 
fraud or acting with intend to defraud the 
creditors. 

    , 2008  
 _____      
          
      

 (A) 29 (B) 30 (C) 31 (D) 42  
 

107. Where the holder of an instrument 
endorses it in a manner that does not 
incur any liability as an endorser, such 
endorsement is called as : 

 (A) Conditional Endorsement 

 (B) Unrestrictive Endorsement 

 (C) Sans Recourse Endorsement 

 (D) Restrictive Endorsement 

          
         
   ,      
   ? 

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)     

 (D)      
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108. Which form is to be used for nomination 
by security holders ? 

         
     ? 

 (A) SH 10 (B) SH 11 

 (C) SH 12 (D) SH 13  

 

109. As per the Companies (Amendment) 
Act, 2020, a meeting of the board shall 
be held not less than one in every _____ 
months, and at least _____ such 
meetings shall be held in every year. 

  () , 2020  , 
    _____      
 ,     _____   
      

 (A) 3, 4 (B) 4, 3 

 (C) 4, 4 (D) 2, 4  

 

110. It is a mandate on the companies 
covered under Section 135(1) of the 
Companies Act to spend _____% of 
their net profit over the proceeding 
_____ years as per the CSR Policy. 

     135(1)    
    CSR     
   ____%  ____   
      

 (A) 3, 2 (B) 4, 2 

 (C) 2, 3 (D) 2, 4   

 

111. Judicial Separation under the Hindu 
Marriage Act, 1955 is done under 

   , 1955   
       

 (A) Section/ 7 (B) Section/ 4 

 (C) Section/ 3 (D) Section/ 10  
      

112. A Hindu boy and a girl elope from the 
native place, come to a big city, due to 
fear of persecution by the close relative 
and conservative society of their family, 
go to the temple and exchange garlands 
in presence of some devotees. They then 
start living as a married couple in the 
vicinity of the temple, by taking a small 
residence on rent. The friends of the 
couple and their neighbours treat them as 
husband and wife, as they have no reason 
to presume that they never underwent any 
formal ceremony of marriage. Which 
among the following is correct ? 

 (A) It is a Shastric marriage. 

 (B) It is a customary marriage. 

 (C) They cannot take the status of 
husband and wife. 

 (D) It is a voidable marriage. 

          
,      ,    
       
           
           
          
          
          
       ,   
          
         
          ? 

 (A)       

 (B)       

 (C)  -       

 (D)         

 

113. Which among the following is the 
special ground for divorce exclusively 
available for wife under Sec. 13(2) ? 

 (A) Desertion (B) Cruelty 

 (C) Conversion  (D) Bestiality 

  13(2)        
         
  ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   
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114. In which of the following case the 
Supreme Court of India has settled the 
position that live-in relationships in 
India are legal but subject to caveats like 
age of marriage, consent, and soundness 
of mind ?  

 (A) Prakash Kumar Bachlaus vs. Chanchal 

 (B) Badri Prasad vs. Dy. Director of 
Consolidation 

 (C) Independent Though vs. Union of 
India 

 (D) Venkatacharyulu vs. Rangacharyulu 

          
         
 -       , 
       
  ? 

 (A)      

 (B)     - 

 (C)      

 (D)     

 

115. In which among the following landmark 
judgments, did the Supreme Court held 
that the foreign courts have the jurisdiction 
to pass a decree in matrimonial issues and 
it is enforceable in India ? 

 (A) Satya vs. Teja 

 (B) Pratima Sen vs. Sajal Sen 

 (C) Surinder Kaur Sandhu vs. Harbax 
Singh Sandhu  

 (D) Siddhartha Sharma vs. Neha Sharma 

       , 
        
        
          ? 

 (A)    

 (B)      

 (C)        
 (D)       

116. Where it is not settled at the time of 
marriage that the dower is to be prompt 
or deferred, then according to Shia law  

 (A) The whole is prompt. 

 (B) The whole is deferred. 

 (C) Partially it is prompt and partially 
deferred. 

 (D) None of the above 

            
    ,      : 

 (A)     

 (B)     

 (C)         
    

 (D)          

 

117. Read Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and 
give the correct answer by using the 
code given below :  

 Assertion (A) : All inheritance rights of 
the adopted child ceases in the family of 
birth and are recreated in the adopted 
family from the date of a valid adoption. 

 Reason (R) : If any property had already 
vested in the child, prior to his adoption, he 
is capable of carrying it to the new family 
and would not be divested of the same. 

  (A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is the correct explanation of (A). 

 (B) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is not the correct explanation of (A). 

 (C) (A) is incorrect and (R) is correct. 

 (D) (A) is correct and (R) is incorrect. 

  (A)   (R)    
          : 

  (A) :       
       
           
         

  (R) :         
     ,     
          
     

 (A) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
     

 (B) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
      

 (C) (A)    (R)    

 (D) (A)    (R)     
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118. Murderer is disqualified under which 
Section of Hindu Succession Act ? 

        
    ? 

 (A) Sec/ 20 (B) Sec/ 25 

 (C) Sec/ 26 (D) Sec/ 28   

 

119. What is the age of the majority for the 
purpose of making gifts under Muslim 
law ? 

 (A) Attainment of puberty 

 (B) Attainment of eighteen years 

 (C) Completion of twenty-one years, if 
under a certified guardian 

 (D) Both (B) and (C) 

          
     ? 

 (A)  

 (B)      

 (C)     ,   
    

 (D) (B)  (C)      

 

120. Which of the following Article of the 
Constitution of India talks about the 
Uniform Civil Code in India ? 

          
         
   ? 

 (A) Article/ 42  

 (B) Article/ 43 

 (C) Article/ 44 

 (D) Article/ 45   

121. Sec 2 of Environment Protection Act 
1986, defines hazardous substance as:  

 (A) The presence in the environment of 
any treated environmental pollutant.  

 (B) Means any solid, liquid or gaseous 
substance present in such 
concentration as may be, or tend to 
be injurious to environment. 

 (C) Means the manufacture, processing, 
treatment, package, storage, 
transportation, use, collection, 
destruction, conversion, offering for 
sale, transfer or the like of any 
substance which has chemical or 
physico- chemical properties.  

 (D) Any substance or preparation 
which, by reason of its chemical or 
psycho-chemical properties, or 
handling, is liable to cause harm to 
human beings, and other living 
creatures, plants, microorganism, 
property or the environment. 

   , 1986   2 
       
 : 

 (A)       
    

 (B)     ,   
      , 
       
     

 (C)   , , , 
, , , , , 
, ,   , 
         
  -    

 (D)      ,  
  - ,  
       
, , ,   
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122. At the first United Nation Conference on 
the human environment held at 
Stockholm in June 1972, twenty-six 
principles were resolved in the 
conference, which are known as the 
_______ on human environment. 

  (A) Grund Norm (B) Magna Carta 

 (C) Basic Structure (D) Fundamentals 

  1972      
      ,  
      ,  
   _______     
   

 (A)   (B) - 

 (C)   (D)    

 

123. Supreme Court in which case, for the 
first time evolved a new principle of 
labour environmental jurisprudence for 
the protection of ancient monument ? 

 (A) Municipal Corporation, Ratlam vs. 
Vardichan 

 (B) M.C. Mehta vs. Kamal Nath 

 (C) M.C. Mehta vs. Union of India 

 (D) Amarnath Shrine, In Re vs. Union 
of India 

         
        
       ? 

 (A)  ,    

 (B) ..     

 (C) ..     

 (D)  ,      
    

124. The Environmental Clearance Regulation, 
2006 provides for four stages of prior 
environmental clearance processes for 
new projects and they are : 

 (A) Stage 1-Screening, Stage 2-Scope, 
Stage 3-Public Consultation and 
Stage 4-Appraisal  

 (B) Stage 1-Scope, Stage 2-Screening, 
Stage 3-Public Consultation and 
Stage 4-Appraisal  

 (C) Stage 1-Screening, Stage 2-Scope, 
Stage 3-Appraisal and Stage           
4-Public Consultation 

 (D) Stage 1-Screening, Stage 2-Public 
Consultation, Stage 3-Scope and 
Stage 4-Appraisal  

   , 2006   
        
        : 

 (A)  1--,  2--, 
 3-          
4- 

 (B)  1--,  2--, 
 3-           
4- 

 (C)  1--,  2--, 
 3-   4- 
 

 (D)  1--,  2- 
,  3--        
4-    

 

125. Section 14 of the National Green 
Tribunal Act provides that the tribunal 
shall have jurisdiction on all the civil 
matters where a substantial question 
relating to environment is involved. In 
which among the following legislation, 
this power is not vested with NGT ? 

 (A) Forest Conservation Act, 1980 

 (B) Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 

 (C) Biological Diversity Act, 2002 

 (D) Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 

       
14         
       
       
       ,  
 NGT     ? 

 (A)   , 1980 

 (B)    , 1991 

 (C)   , 2002 

 (D)   , 1972   
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126. The idea of three generations of human 
rights was introduced by_______ 

 (A) Winston Churchill 

 (B) Karel Vasak 

 (C) Cesar Chavez 

 (D) None of the above  

       
_______       

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D)         

 

127. Read Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and 
give the correct answer by using the 
code given below : 

 Assertion (A) : Human rights are built 
on the idea of universalism and 
internationally agreed upon values, 
standards and rules which aim to 
regulate each state and its citizens.  

 Reason (R) : Cultural relativists argue 
that cultural change cannot, and should 
not be forced on to anyone, which is the 
aim of human rights. 

 (A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) 
is the correct explanation of (A). 

 (B) Both (A) and (R) are correct and 
(R) is not the correct explanation of 
(A). 

 (C) (A) is incorrect and (R) is correct. 

 (D) (A) is correct and (R) is incorrect. 

  (A)   (R)    
          : 

  (A) :    
          
,        
       
    

  (R) :      
        
 ,      ,   
     

 (A) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
     

 (B) (A)  (R)     (R), (A) 
      

 (C) (A)    (R)    

 (D) (A)    (R)     

128. Which among the following treaty 
bodies is responsible for monitoring 
ICCPR ? 

 (A) Committee on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination (CERD) 

 (B) Human Rights Committee (HRC) 

 (C) Committee on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women 
(CEDAW) 

 (D) Committee on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights 

        ICCPR 

      ? 

 (A)     (CERD) 

 (B)   (HRC) 

 (C)       
(CEDAW) 

 (D) ,    
      

 

129. Whether the right of self-determination 
of people is a Human Right ?  

 (A) No, it not a Human Right. 

 (B) Yes, it is partially recognized under 
ICCPR. 

 (C) Yes, it is protected under UN 
Charter and ICCPR 

 (D) Yes, it is partially recognized under 
ICESCR 

        
  ? 

 (A) ,      

 (B) ,     ICCPR   
    

 (C) ,      ICCPR  
    

 (D) ,  ICESCR      
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130. National Human Rights Commission of 
India is a statutory body constituted on 
_________ 

 (A) 12 October, 1993 

 (B) 12 October, 1994 

 (C) 12 October, 1995 

 (D) 12 October, 1996 

       
     _________ 
     

 (A) 12 , 1993 

 (B) 12 , 1994 

 (C) 12 , 1995 

 (D) 12 , 1996   

 

131. By means of which of the following 
laws, did India for the very first time 
recognized the Intellectual Property 
Rights ?  

 (A) The Trade Marks Act 

 (B) The Copyright Act 

 (C) The Patents Act 

 (D) Trade and Merchandise Marks Act 

          
       
  ? 

 (A)    

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D)       

 

132. Who among the following propounded 
the Labour theory and was of the 
opinion that a person who labours upon 
resources that are held in common has a 
natural right to the fruits of his efforts 
and the state has the duty to respect and 
enforce that right ? 

 (A) Locke (B) Bentham 

 (C) Kant (D) Hegel 

        
         
         
  ,      
        
          
  ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   

133. India is not a signatory to which 
International agreement ? 

 (A) Locarno 

 (B) Hague 

 (C) Madrid 

 (D) None of the above 

       
  ? 

 (A)  

 (B)  

 (C)  

 (D)        

 

134. The performer’s right was granted 
protection in India, after which of the 
following Amendment Acts ?  

 (A) Copyright Amendment Act, 1992 

 (B) Copyright Amendment Act, 1994 

 (C) Copyright Amendment Act, 1999 

 (D) Copyright Amendment Act, 2012 

        
        
    ? 

 (A)   , 1992 

 (B)   , 1994 

 (C)   , 1999 

 (D)   , 2012   

 

135. Which among the following is non-
patentable concept as per the Indian 
Patent Act ? 

 (A) A method of algae cultivation 

 (B) Weeds removal methods 

 (C) Prophylactic methods 

 (D) All of the above 

        
  -    ? 

 (A)      

 (B)     
 (C)   
 (D)      
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136. Which Section of the Trade Marks Act, 
1999 lays down the absolute grounds for 
refusal of registration ? 

  , 1999     
        
   ? 

 (A) Sec/ 10 (B) Sec/ 9 

 (C) Sec/ 8 (D) Sec/ 11  

 

137. ________ was the first country to afford 
a protection to geographical indication 
through the legal instrument.  

 (A) Britain (B) Germany 

 (C) USA (D) France 

 ________      
       
    

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   

 

138. According to the Biodiversity Act, 2002, 
if any dispute arises between the 
National Biodiversity Authority and a 
State Biodiversity Board, then the appeal 
may be preferred before : 

 (A) Supreme Court of India 

 (B) National Green Tribunal 

 (C) Central Government 

 (D) National Biodiversity Appellate 
Tribunal 

 - , 2002  ,  
 -    -
        , 
         : 

 (A)     

 (B)    

 (C)   

 (D)  -   

       

\139. Digital signatures are based on the 
public key cryptography, which is also 
known as _______. 

 (A) Verifying key cryptography 

 (B) Secret key cryptography 

 (C) Asymmetric cryptography 

 (D) Symmetric cryptography 

      
   ,  _______    
     

 (A)    

 (B)    

 (C)   

 (D)      

 

140. Which among the following is not a type 
of peer-to-peer cyber-crime ? 

 (A) Credit card details leak in the deep 
web 

 (B) Phishing 

 (C) Injecting trojans to a target victim 

 (D) MiTM 

         -
-     ? 

 (A)         
  

 (B)  

 (C)        

 (D) MiTM     

 

141. Which of the following is the reason for 
the growing relevance of Comparative 
Public Law ? 

 (A) Information Revolution 

 (B) Globalization 

 (C) Common concerns affecting nations 

 (D) All of the above 

        
       ? 

 (A)   

 (B)  

 (C)       
 

 (D)       
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142. The doctrine of Collective responsibility 
that makes the executive collectively 
accountable to the legislature is 
applicable only to – 

 (A) Presidential Democracy 

 (B) Parliamentary Democracy 

 (C) Republic Form of Government 

 (D) All of the above 

       
        
        ? 

 (A)   

 (B)   

 (C)     

 (D)      

 

143. The form of federalism where the 
constituent units of federation are 
inequal in terms of privileges, bargains, 
allocation of powers or entitlements, is 
referred to as : 

 (A) Marble Cake Federalism 

 (B) Asymmetric Federalism 

 (C) Bargaining Federalism 

 (D) Asynchronous Federalism 

           
    , , 
        
   ? 

 (A)    

 (B)   

 (C)   

 (D)      

 

144. Different countries have incorporated the 
Dicey’s idea of rule of law in their legal 
systems by way of- 

  (A) By incorporating provisions under 
their constitution 

 (B) By passing legislations that uphold 
the spirit of rule of law 

 (C) By efforts the Courts to uphold rule 
of law while deciding any dispute 

 (D) All of the above 

          
       
 - 

 (A)       
   

 (B)         
      

 (C)        
       
     

 (D)       

 

145. The doctrine of Separation of Powers 
attains strong hold only when embodied 
through written constitution. In an 
unwritten constitution like UK, the 
doctrine has no application as there is no 
limitation on powers of legislature. The 
statement is :  

 (A) True 

 (B) False 

 (C) Partially True 

 (D) None of the above 

        
         
       ,  
        
          
  : 

 (A)  

 (B)  

 (C)      

 (D)        
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146. Judicial activism in UK came to be 
established as an approach of court to 
address citizen’s grievances by the case of – 

 (A)  Ridge v Baldwin 

 (B) Conway v Rimmer 

 (C) R (Ullah) v Special Educator 

 (D) None of the above 

         
         
       ? 

 (A)    

 (B)    

 (C)  ()    

 (D)         

 

147. Select the most appropriate answer in 
relation to Constitutional review in USA : 

 (i) The Constitutional review in USA 
is dispersed through judicial system. 

 (ii) The Constitutional review is not 
restricted in USA to specialized 
constitutional court and is rather 
available to all courts. 

 (iii) The review can be invoked by any 
litigant.  

 (A) All the options are correct. 

 (B) Only (i) is correct. 

 (C) Only (i) and (ii) is correct. 

 (D) Only (i) and (iii) is correct. 

        
        : 

 (i)       
         

 (ii)       
     
       
     

 (iii)       
      

 (A)      

 (B)  (i)    

 (C)  (i)  (ii)    

 (D)  (i)  (iii)      

148. The case of Hawke v Smith is the 
leading case that settled the procedure 
for ratification of a constitutional 
amendment by the State Legislature. The 
case pertains to the amendment of the 
constitution of – 

 (A) Canada (B) USA 

 (C) Australia (D) France 

         
      
      
       
    ? 

 (A)  (B)  

 (C)  (D)   

 

149. First country to establish the 
Ombudsman was – 

 (A) Finland (B) Denmark 

 (C) Sweden (D) Australia 

         
 ? 

 (A)  (B)  
 (C)  (D)   

 

150. The US law Freedom of Information Act 
exempts certain information to be 
disclosed to citizens. Which of the 
following falls in that category ? 

 (A) National Security Information 

 (B) Personal Privacy Information 

 (C) Geological Information 

 (D) All of the above 

       
        
            
  ? 

 (A)    

 (B)    

 (C)   

 (D)       




